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Materials
● List of 4-to-10 letter words, randomly selected from a French lexicon
● Orthographically novel words (i.e., excluded from the orthographic knowledge).
● Phonological novel or known words (i.e., excluded or not from the phonological 

knowledge)

Simulation
● Stimulus decoding until a termination criterion (on letter perception) is met. 
● After each of the 5 exposures, orthographic and phonological learning occurs. 

Measures
● Decoding rate: 

○ Successful if identical to the stimulus lexical phonological form
● Recognition of the correct phonological form: 

○ Corresponding either to the stimulus lexical form (when known) or to the 
newly created phonological lexical form (when novel)

● Processing time

Conclusion

● BRAID-ACQ decodes most novel words successfully.
● Prior phonological knowledge improves decoding.
● The absence of prior phonological knowledge does not prevent 

orthographic learning (creation of a new phonological form).  
● Novel words can be learned even when decoding is incorrect (by 

either associating the new orthographic form with the stimulus 
phonological form or creating a new phonological form).

● Overall, BRAID-Acq accounts for a wider diversity of 
learning situations than previous self-teaching 
computational models.

The BRAID-Acq model of reading acquisition

Orthographic and Phonological Learning
● Familiarity assessment via lexical membership assessment and context information
● Subsequent learning according to the familiarity assessment 

○ Creation/update of associated orthographic and phonological lexical traces 
○ Even when decoding is incorrect

Illustration of the phonological knowledge influence 
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An attentional module for segmentation
● segmentation of the stimulus through visual attention
● coupling of visual and phonological attention

An original decoding mechanism
● Activation of orthographically similar words at segment level
● Decoding through phonological lexical information
● Phonological top-down support to match a phonological lexical form
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● French irregular word “ville”
● Expected decoding : /vij°/ by analogy 

with the words “fille” (/fij°/) and “bille” (/bij°/)
● Lexical phonological form : /vil°/

BRAID, UTILE, TENUE, TEMPO
Context 
words

● Orthographic learning allows fast word recognition and fluent reading (Castles, 2018).
● Self-teaching theory: successful phonological decoding of novel written words enables orthographic learning (Share, 1995). 
● Self-teaching computational models: prior knowledge of the word’s phonological form necessary for successful learning (Ziegler, 2014; Pritchard, 2018)
● A complete computational model of word learning should:

(1) correctly decode most novel words, (2) decode better when the phonological form is previously known,
(3) learn even when decoding is incorrect, (4) learn better when the phonological form is previously known. 
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BRAID-Acq is a probabilistic model, an extension of the BRAID (Phénix, 
2018), BRAID-Learn (Ginestet, 2022) and BRAID-Phon (Saghiran, 2020) models
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